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Six Short Kundalini Yoga Sets

(for People who don't have much Time)

Sat Naam Dear Yogi:ni,

The following six Kundalini Yoga Kriya & Meditation sets are designed to fit, more or less, 
into half an hour. 

Please tune in with 3x Adi Mantra ("Ong Namo Guru Dev Namo"), and tune out with 3x 
"Sat Naam", as we usually do. You don't need to chant the "Aad Gure Namai-h" mantra 
additionally, but you still can, of course, if you want.

Please allow for short moments in between the exercises to feel your energy settling and 
relaxing. Where possible and not noted otherwise, end all exercises by inhaling deeply, 
holding the breath and applying mool bandh (root lock) for as long as you feel comfortable.
Then exhale and relax completely.

Except for sets 4 & 5, which end with a meditation, all sets require and allow for ca. 5 
minutes deep relaxation at the end, included in the half hour. Relaxation is a very 
important (and most enjoyable) part of this practice, please never skip it!

Reading and studying these instructions is not included in the time allocated. It would be 
recommended to read them carefully in advance, maybe the day before, and then, have 
them next to you for recollection while practising.

You can either do every day another set, or, in order to maximise the effect and deepen 
your experience, do the same set every day for a number of days (5 to 40 days).

NOTE: This is not to encourage "Fast-Yoga". These sets will give you some good 
physical exercise and help to adjust and set your energy, but they cannot compare to a full
set with long relaxation and meditation in terms of health benefits for your emotional body, 
mind and soul. It takes a certain time to bake the bread or the clay pot. If you remove it too
early from the fire, the result may be undesirable. What one complete yoga class can do 
for you might not compare to 3 of these short sets. But, of course, little is better than 
nothing! Enjoy!

Find recordings of all sets here: https://vimeo.com/showcase/8455951
(same password applies as for the regular sets)

Waheguru
Sat Siri Singh
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Set 1: Body Adjustment to Elevate the Spirit

1. Parallel Leg Lifts: Lie on your back, bring your hands under your
buttocks with palms on the floor to support your pelvis or (if you have
a strong enough lower back) bring your hands in venus lock
(interlaced fingers) behind your head or neck. Do parallel leg lifts,
inhale up, exhale down, meditate inhale "sat", exhale "naam". Keep
spine and legs straight, press the lower back to the ground as much
as possible (4-5 minutes).

2. Triangle-Cobra: Move back and forth between
triangle and cobra. Inhale into cobra and exhale into
triangle, or inhale and exhale into each posture if you
need to. Meditate inhale "sat", exhale "naam" (2-3
minutes).

3. Lifenerve Stretch: Sit with legs straight forward, lengthen
your spine and arms as you stretch your hands upwards,
inhaling deeply. Bend down forward and reach for your toes
or lower legs. Start to stretch dynamically forward and
downward as you hold on to your toes or lower legs, inhale
as you come up, exhale as you stretch forward and downward, meditate inhale "sat", 
exhale "naam" (2 minutes).

4. Spinal Twists: Sit in rock pose on your heels. Interlace your fingers into venus
lock and bring them in the back of the head or neck and start spinal twists, inhale
to the left, exhale to the right, meditate inhale "sat", exhale "naam" (2 minutes).

5. Cat-Cow: Do spinal flexes in cat-cow, inhale into cow (head up, belly down),
exhale into cat (chin in, arch back up), meditate inhale "sat", exhale "naam" (2
minutes).

6. Headrolls: Sit in easy pose or rock pose and do head
rolls for 1 minute in each direction (2 minutes).

7. Side Bends: Sit in easy pose. Interlace your fingers into venus lock in
the back of the head or neck and start side bends, inhale to the left,
exhale to the right, meditate inhale "sat", exhale "naam" (2 minutes).

8. Forward Grasping: Sit in rock pose on your heels. Start moving your
arms alternately forward and backward in a grasping movement, open
your hand when it reaches forward, and close in into a fist when you pull
the elbow back, inhale with the left arm forward, exhale with the right
arm forward, meditate inhale "sat" exhale "naam" (2 minutes).

9. Lie down for 5 minutes to deeply relax.



Set 2: Energy Transformation

1. Triangle-Cobra: Move back and forth between triangle
and cobra. Inhale into cobra and exhale into triangle.
Meditate inhale "sat", exhale "naam" (2-3 minutes).

2. Pelvic Lifts: Lie on your back, bring your feet towards your
buttocks and grab your ankles if possible. With both feet flat on
the ground start pelvic lifts, inhale up, exhale down, meditate
inhale "sat", exhale "naam". Breathe powerfully (2-3 minutes).

3. Legs Push-Pull: Lie on your back, bring your hands under
your buttocks with palms on the floor to support your pelvis. Start
pushing and pulling your legs alternately forward, few centimetres off
the ground, while the other knee bends and comes towards your
chest. Both legs move at the same time, breathe in synchronicity with
the movement, meditate inhale "sat" exhale "naam" (2-3 minutes).

4. Roll on Back: Bring your knees towards your chest, hug them, and
start to roll back and forth along your spine, inhale as you roll to the back
of the neck, exhale as you roll towards you buttocks, meditate inhale
"sat", exhale "naam" (1 minute).

5. Stretch Pose: Lie on your back, bring your knees to the chest
and keep pressing your lower back into the ground as you stretch
your legs forward keeping the feet 15-20 cm off the ground. Keep
your head up, stretch your arms towards your feet (either above or
at the sides of your body), and keeping the eyes open, looking at
your feet. Do powerful breath of fire (1 minute).

6.Lower Back Lifts: Lie on your stomach, bring your hands behind
your lower back together in venus lock (interlacing the fingers). As
you inhale, lift you head, upper body and arms up, as you exhale,
lower them down. Meditate inhale "sat", exhale "naam" (2 minutes).

7. Locust Leg Lifts: Still lying on your stomach, bring your fists
under your pelvic bones, keep your chin close to the ground and
start alternate leg lifts, inhale up, exhale down, meditate inhale
"sat", exhale "naam" (1 minute). Then, lift both legs together and
keep the posture (locust) with breath of fire (1 minute).

8. Arms & Legs Criss-Cross: Turn on your back, stretch both arms and legs up towards 
the ceiling, and start criss-crossing arms and legs sideways in synchronicity, inhale spread
open to the sides, exhale cross, meditate inhale "sat", exhale "naam". Alternate the way 
you cross each time (2 minutes). [no picture]

9. Bowing: Sit in easy pose (cross-legged) or in rock pose on your
heels, interlace the fingers in venus lock behind the head or neck and
start to bow forward up and down, inhale up, exhale down, meditate
inhale "sat", exhale "naam" (2-3 minutes).

10. Lie down for 5 minutes to deeply relax.



Set 3: Circulation, Heart & Immune System

1. Running: Run on the spot. Try to move our arms and legs distinctly, lifting the
knees, moving the elbows back and forth, keeping the spine up straight, while
breathing deeply. If you like you can even use your arms to punch forward, as
indicated in the picture (3-4 minutes).

2. Standing Cross-Crawls: Stay standing and continue with cross-crawls: As
you inhale, lift the left knee together with the right arm straight up, as you exhale
lower them both down. As you inhale next time, lift the right knee and the left
arm. Move in synchronicity with the breath, keep your spine up straight,
concentrate on your posture and the space around your body. Meditate inhale
"sat", exhale "naam" (3-4 minutes).

3. Lying Cross-Crawls: Lie on your back with arms
alongside your body. As you inhale lift the left leg and
the right arm straight up (you can move your arm
either 90 up or 180 overhead), as you exhale lower
them both down. As you inhale next time lift the right
leg and the left arm. Move in synchronicity with the
breath, keep your spine straight and flat on the
ground as much as possible, concentrate on the space around your body.
Meditate inhale "sat", exhale "naam" (3-4 minutes).

4. Frogs: Do 27 or 54 frogs.

5. Lifenerve Stretch: Sit with legs straight
forward, lengthen your spine and arms as you
stretch your hands upwards, inhaling deeply.
Bend down forward and reach for your toes or
lower legs. Start to stretch dynamically forward
and downward as you hold on to your toes or
lower legs, inhale as you come up, exhale as you stretch forward and
downward, meditate inhale "sat", exhale "naam" (2 minutes).

6. Spinal Twist: Sit in easy pose (crossed-legged) with your hands on
your shoulders, four fingers forward, thumbs backward, and start spinal
twists, inhale to the left, exhale to the right, meditate inhale "sat", exhale
"naam" (2 minutes).

7.  Sit in easy pose (crossed-legged) stretch your arms up and out to
60 degrees off the horizontal, bend your wrists so that you palm are
facing up. Try to continuously stretch your spine and arms, lifting the
chest, pressing the shoulders slightly back and down, keeping the chin
in. Breathe either very slowly and deeply, or do a powerful breath of fire,
concentrating on the point between the eyebrows (3 minutes).

8. Lie down for 5 minutes to deeply relax.



Set 4: Experiencing the Original You

1. Standing Forward Bends: Stand with your feet one foot apart. As you inhale,
stretch your arms and spine up and slightly back, as you exhale, bend down
forward with your hands towards the ground as far as possible without bending
your knees, meditate inhale "sat", exhale "naam" (2 minutes).

2. Standing Twists: Stand with your feet one foot apart. As you
inhale twist your upper body to the left side, extending your left arm
straight sideways and backward, bringing the right hands towards
the chest, as you exhale twist to the right side, meditate inhale
"sat", exhale "naam" (2 minutes).

3. Windmill: Stand with your legs spread wide (if possible, bit
wider than in the picture) and your arms stretched out to the
sides. Inhale deeply. As you exhale, twist and bend down so your
right hand is touching your left foot and your left arm is pointing
upwards. Turn also your head and upper body so that you look
upward as much as possible. Inhale as you come up into the
starting position. Next time you exhale, twist and bend down the
other side. Make sure every time you inhale to come up straight
all the way. Move in a moderate pace to start with, breathe
deeply, meditate inhale "sat", exhale "naam" (2 minutes).

4. Stretch Pose: Lie on your back, bring your knees to the chest
and keep pressing your lower back into the ground as you stretch
your legs forward keeping the feet 15-20 cm off the ground. Keep
your head up, stretch your arms towards your feet (either above or
at the sides of your body), and keep your eyes open, looking at your
feet. Do powerful breath of fire (1 minute).

5. Plough: Lying on the back, bring your legs up and over the head down
towards the ground as far as possible, keeping the legs straight. Reach
with your arms and hands upward to hold your feet. Breathe slowly and
deeply (2 minutes).

6. Sufi Circles: Sit in easy pose (crossed-legged), rest
your hands on your knees, and start to circle the centre of
your upper body in one direction. Let the entire length of
your spine flex with a smooth movement. Change
direction after 1 minute and continue for another 1 minute.

7. Lie down for 3 minutes to deeply relax.

8. Experienc  ing     The   Original   You   (don't mind the somewhat pretentious title, this is an 
excellent, powerful and short 4-part pranayama exercise, taking 11 minutes in total). Open 
the instruction with the link.

http://res.kundalini-khalsa.com/_experiencing.original.you_SK43.pdf
http://res.kundalini-khalsa.com/_experiencing.original.you_SK43.pdf
http://res.kundalini-khalsa.com/_experiencing.original.you_SK43.pdf
http://res.kundalini-khalsa.com/_experiencing.original.you_SK43.pdf
http://res.kundalini-khalsa.com/_experiencing.original.you_SK43.pdf


Set 5: Warm-Ups & Kirtan Kriya

1. "Ego eradicator": Sit in easy pose (crossed-legged), stretch your
arms up and out to 60 degrees off the horizontal, fold the four fingers in
both hands towards the upper edges of your palms and stretch off the
thumbs. Try to continuously stretch your spine and arms, lifting the
chest, pressing the shoulders slightly back and down, keeping the chin
in. Start a powerful breath of fire, concentrating on the point between
the eyebrows (2 minutes). (You can close your mouth!)

2. Lifenerve Stretch: Sit with legs straight forward, lengthen your
spine and arms as you stretch your hands upwards, inhaling
deeply. Bend down forward and reach for your toes or lower legs.
Start to stretch dynamically forward and downward as you hold
on to your toes or lower legs, inhale as you come up, exhale as
you stretch forward and downward, meditate inhale "sat", exhale
"naam" (1 minute).

3. Lifenerve Stretch with legs spread: Spread your legs to
the sides. As you inhale stretch spine and arms upward, as
you exhale stretch downward to one side trying to reach one
foot with both hands. As you inhale stretch up again. As you
exhale again stretch down towards the other side. Meditate
inhale "sat", exhale "naam" (1 minute). Then, spread also your
arms reaching for both feet, hold on to them and continue to stretch up and down forward 
in the centre, inhale up, exhale down, meditate inhale "sat", exhale "naam" (1 minute).

4. Cat-Cow: Do spinal flexes in cat-cow, inhale into cow (head up,
belly down), exhale into cat (chin in, arch back up), meditate inhale
"sat", exhale "naam". Breathe and move powerfully for 1 minute.
Then, continue with additionally extending one leg up and back as
you inhale and bringing the knee forward, bending it as you exhale.
After 1 minute change the leg and continue for another 1 minute
with the second leg.

5. Bridge Pose: Sit with feet in front of you
and hands behind you on the ground, and 
push your pelvis up, dropping the head
back as indicated in the picture. Start
powerful breath of fire (2 minutes).

6. Parallel Leg Lifts: Lie on your back, bring your hands under your
buttocks with palms on the floor to support your pelvis. Do parallel leg lifts,
inhale up, exhale down, meditate inhale "sat", exhale "naam". Keep spine
and legs straight, press the lower back to the ground as much as possible
(2-3 minutes).

7. Lie down for some minutes to deeply relax for 3 minutes.

8. Do Kirtan Kriya with 2 minutes for each section (12 minutes in total). Open the 
instruction with the link. Read more about Kirtan Kriya research.

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6990759/video/411723629
http://res.kundalini-khalsa.com/_kirtan.kriya_AT425.pdf


Set 6: Warm-Ups & Sat Kriya

1. Camelride / Spinal Flex: Sit in easy pose (crossed-legged) and hold
on to your shins or ankles. Start to flex the spine forward and backward
keeping the head steady, facing forward. As you inhale, flex the spine
forward, opening the chest, pulling the shoulders slightly back, as you
exhale flex the spine backwards into a slouch. Roll the pelvis backward and forward. 
Breathe powerfully, meditate inhale "sat", exhale "naam" (2 minutes).

2. Spinal Twist: Sit in easy pose (crossed-legged) with your hands on
your shoulders, four fingers forward, thumbs backward, and start spinal
twists, inhale to the left, exhale to the right, meditate inhale "sat", exhale
"naam" (2 minutes).

3. Mahamudra: Sit on your left heel with your right leg stretched forward. Alternatively, you
can sit on the floor with the sole of the left foot against the inner side of the right thigh and 
the left knee pointing to the left side. Make sure your
pelvis is levelled horizontally. Reach with both hand to
hold the right toes or the lower leg, keep you spine
straight, pulling slightly backward, arms straight. Start
powerful breath of fire for 1 minute. Then, swap the
legs and continue same for another 1 minute.

4. Shoulder Shrugs: Sit in easy pose (crossed-legged), rest your hands on your knees, 
and do shoulder shrugs, inhale up, exhale down for 1 minute. 

5. Headrolls: Sit in easy pose (crossed-legged), rest your hands on your knees, and do 
head rolls for 1 minute in each direction.

6. Do Sat Kriya for 11 minutes (or as long as you like). Open the instruction with the link.

7. Lie down for ca. as long as you did Sat Kriya for, to deeply relax.
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mailto:sss@kundalini-khalsa.com
http://res.kundalini-khalsa.com/_sat.kriya_AT348.pdf

